
TUMBLE-TASTIC OUTDOOR 
GYMNASTICS CAMP

MONDAY-FRIDAY

MORNING CAMPS
SESSION 1: 7/20 - 7/31
SESSION 2: 8/3 - 8/14
SESSION 3: 8/17 - 8/28

AFTERNOON CAMPS
SESSION 1: 7/20 - 7/31
SESSION 2: 8/3 - 8/14
SESSION 3: 8/17 - 8/28

Tumble Bugs (ages 4-5)
Beginner Gymnastics 8:00-10:00AM 5:30-7:30PM

Beginner Bounder (ages 6+)
Little or no previous gymnastics experience 8:10-10:10AM  5:40-7:40PM

Intermediate Illusions (ages 6+) 
Beginning to master basic gymnastics,
Starting to learn more advanced skills

8:20-10:20AM 5:30-7:30PM

Advanced Aerials (ages 6+) 
Mastered basic and intermediate
gymnastics, Working on advanced skills

8:30-10:30AM 5:30-7:30PM

TUMBLE-TASTIC OUTDOOR GYMNASTICS CAMP Ages 4-18

Tumble Bugs (Ages 4-5)
Gymnasts ages 4-5 will become familiar with 
basic gymnastics skills including gymnastics 
shaping, forwards rolls, cartwheels, levers, 
handstands and beam/vault skills.  

Beginner Bounders (Ages 6+)
Gymnasts ages 6+ will become familiar with 
basic gymnastics skills! Skills include bridges, 
forward and backward rolls, cartwheels, 
handstands and beam/vault skills.

Intermediate Illusions (Ages 6+)
Gymnasts ages 6+ will master beginner 
gymnastics skills and acquire new tumbling skills 
such as handstand hops, quarter turns, bridge 
kick overs, backward roll to pike stand and beam/
vault skills. 

Advanced Aerials (Ages 6+)
Gymnasts ages 6+ will master beginner and 
intermediate gymnastics skills and acquire 
new skills such as handstand hops, full turns, 
handstands to bridge, bridge kick overs, round 
offs and beam/vault skills.

DESCRIPTIONS

LOGISTICS
Location: 
Student Legacy Fields just north of Gill Colosseum and the tennis courts.

Drop-off & Pick-up
The start time of our different level camps are spaced in 10-minute 
increments to ensure spatial distancing as the gymnasts arrive. The 
drop off and pick up location will be along Intramural Lane between SW 
Weatherford Place and SW Sackett Place. A staff member will meet your 
gymnast on the sidewalk.

What to Bring
•  Hand sanitizer
•  Full water bottle
•  A snack
•  Sunscreen

GYMNASTICS PRICES
$150 ($7.50/hr)

What to Wear 
•  A mask: masks are preferred, not  
    required during activities
•  Close-toed shoes, campers can be  
    barefoot once class starts
•  Athletic clothing free of zippers              
    & buttons
•  Hair pulled back & out of face


